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Dear Members

19/02/2019

Greetings from the President’s Table,
We have announced our elections on 13th of Feb 2019 through our website. As every member, I also
feel that it’s a long time and “Earlier the best”, let elections happen in IIISLA. I have received certain
complaints & suggestions and I value all and assure that I have gone through all of them till
yesterday.
On this I would like to give a clarity regarding selection of Sep 30th 2018, as last date for subscription
payment for the year 18-19.

All of you would be aware that this date was flashed in our website on 21/09/2018 and the date
were announced as 30/09/2018 as the last date of realization of subscription payment.

On the basis of the above, all of you would appreciate that special efforts of reminding was done by
SMS from our IT department. You all would also appreciate that in spite of having many hurdles;
today we have rolled down to have stage of announcing the election which is overdue by all means.
Extending the last date of subscription payment again and again will not serve the purpose and we
all should understand that a date when announced will be and should be a date, for any reason
whatsoever. This is the way any organization should conduct itself and should not bend for the
whims and fancies of the many who feel that they have influence in the system. If the date is
changed then many would like to call that the date change is/ was in favour some member’s needs.

I personally don’t want to nor would like to get involved in such speculations during my tenure for
which I may be stone down or hugged by any. I stand by that date as it was fixed by the council and
would like to make the date fixed without change.

But the suggestions and recommendations are taken into account and would help me or our
successor to ensure that dates once announced should be adhered to.

We, the present council were also of the same opinion but unfortunately as you all understand many
such issues within our family of IIISLA has made the election roll down till Feb. 2019 to be
announced.
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You all know that the present Central council tenure ends by August and the election has to be
conducted before that date. Many would have lost their voting rights and many would have got their
voting rights, but we all should have the basic thinking that above us stands the rule of the law of
IIISLA office, under the umbrella that we all work.

I feel sorry for the few who lost their rights to vote and I am sure that with this , many and all of our
IIISLA family members will understand that, IIISLA office has changed for good and “A word is a
Word” when it is from IIISLA.

Your patronage, support, love and physical effort all are needed to make the election a success at
your unit / chapter level followed by our Central Council elections which decide the next most best
among us to guide and take ahead IIISLA and wins our dream of Charter status. . Let’s vote for the
genuine and hardworking candidate and ensure that Groups’ and sects doesn’t arise among our
members and we all should feel proud for their win at the end and feel the same as it is from our
own IIISLA family., which is the dream of IIISLA.
I assure you all that as I leave the office after my tenure my work can never be side lined as biased
and I ensure that I will live up to the member’s dream who voted me to the central council.

19/02/2018
Bangalore.
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